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Vision  

The Nation does not currently have an end-to-end, validated modeling & simulation 
capability based on physics for lightning

◦ Many agencies including DOE, NASA, and NOAA have operational and research 
missions with a need for detecting the optical and RF output from lightning

Sandia National Labs will lead an effort to develop a model and simulation capability 
that can be used by the scientific community

We will partner with world class researchers in lightning and related phenomenologies 
across the broad scientific community

We will focus research to ensure that it is impactful to multiple stakeholders and mission 
areas



Guiding Principles for the Panel – Year 1

We are not starting from scratch
We will determine what models already exist
We will determine how well those models replicate relevant physics
We will choose the best models to incorporate into the end-to-end model
We will partner with the authors of  those models
We will determine what trade-offs there are between local fidelity and large-
scale simulation
We will identify gaps in capability and propose future work 

The Panel will Deliver a 3-5 Year Lightning M&S Roadmap 
by the end of FY24



Potential Customers, Stakeholders and Partners

NNSA
NASA 
NOAA

DOE (Energy Efficiency & 
Renewable Energy)
National Science Foundation
DoD
National Labs 
Relevant Universities

Follow-on Town Hall sessions to 
share the roadmap with the lightning 
and meteorology communities will 
be conducted at the AGU and AMS 
Annual Meetings in late 2024-early 
2025.



Time-evolving retrieval 
of a storm’s electrical 
structure at the large 
eddy scale.

If we can retrieve this 
picture from 
observations, we can 
also predict the next 
flash and its most likely 
path as it taps the 
electrical energy in the 
storm.
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Can we go beyond correlative use of lightning by pursuing a more ambitious 
physical science program of storm electricity forecasting?

"Integrated lightning observations for operational calibration/validation, data assimilation, and process understanding", 
presented to NOAA/CIWRO by Dr. Eric Bruning, Professor, Texas Tech University, 6 December 2021



Cloud microphysicsNumerical 
Weather Prediction

(WRF & 
MPAS; idealized 
cloud models) Electrostatic Charge

Discharge model

Scattering model

Optical amplitude and 
timing

Synthetic optical 
observation

Lightning detection
• Optical radiometry
• Channel Geometry

• Radiated field 
change

• Electrostatic field 
change

Cloud observations:
Satellite imagery
Weather radar

In-situ sampling

Storm environment

Lightning modeling framework

Radio signals and 
electric field changes

Italics indicate first steps using available or near-term tools and observations

"Coupled meteorological and optical modeling of lightning”, presented to SNL by Dr. Eric Bruning, Professor and Dr. Kelcy Brunner, 
Research Scientist, Texas Tech University Lightning Meteorology Group, 17 May 2023

Observables Physical 
entity

Major model 
componentcomparison

Given a mature forward model, 
observations can also be 
assimilated into NWP systems 
to adjust model state

Atmospheric 
composition effects

EM 
propagation 

model

DRAFT



Consider the history of meteorology

N. Hemisphere Water Vapor Composite (UW/SSEC)

We’ve used theory, an ambitious 
global observing infrastructure, 
and computing to make progress 
where there are physical reasons 
for severe, well-founded doubts.

Too ambitious?

Synoptic eddies sure look hard to forecast! 
But their prediction is now routine.

Lorenz (1963, JAS, Deterministic Nonperiodic Flow)

"Integrated lightning observations for operational calibration/validation, data assimilation, and process understanding", 
presented to NOAA/CIWRO by Dr. Eric Bruning, Professor, Texas Tech University, 6 December 2021



Next: Icebreaker


